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Spatial and temporal processing of intracardiac electrograms provides relevant infor-14
mation to support the arrhythmia ablation during electrophysiological studies. Current15
Cardiac Navigation Systems (CNS) and Electrocardiographic Imaging (ECGI) build16
detailed three dimensional electroanatomical maps (EAM), which represent the spatial17
anatomical distribution of bioelectrical features, such as activation time or voltage ampli-18
tude. We present a principled methodology for spectral analysis of both EAM geometry19
and bioelectrical feature in CNS or ECGI, including their spectral representation, cut-off20
frequency, or spatial sampling rate (SSR). Existing manifold harmonic techniques for21
spectral mesh analysis are adapted to account for a fourth dimension, corresponding to22
the EAM bioelectrical feature. Scaling is required to address different magnitudes and23
units. With our approach, simulated and real EAM showed strong SSR dependence on24
both the arrhythmia mechanism and the cardiac anatomical shape. For instance, high25
frequencies increased significantly the SSR since the early-meets-late in flutter EAM,26
compared to the sinus rhythm. Besides, higher frequencies components were obtained27
for left atrium (more complex anatomy) than for right atrium in sinus rhythm. The28
proposed manifold harmonics methodology opens the field towards new signal processing29
tools for principled EAM spatio-feature analysis in CNS and ECGI, and to an improved30
knowledge on arrhythmia mechanisms.31
Keywords: Cardiac Navigation System, Spectral Analysis, Bandwidth, Spa-32
tial Sampling Rate, Electrophysiological Study, Electrocardiographic Imaging.33
2
1 Introduction34
Electric potential measurements inside the heart, so-called electrograms (EGM), are used to35
support clinicians in the treatment of cardiac arrhythmias during the electrophysiological36
studies (EPS). The knowledge of the precise position of each EGM can help to apply the37
therapy, usually cardiac ablation, in a more effective way. Given that there is no medical image38
modality allowing the clinician to visualize the three-dimensional (3D) cardiac bioelectricity,39
several technologies have been proposed for this end, namely, cardiac navigation systems40
(CNS) or Electrocardiographic Imaging (ECGI).4,10 In both types of systems, a mesh of the41
cardiac chamber surface is first built to visualize its anatomical shape, and then to provide a42
3D electroanatomical map (EAM) of a bioelectrical feature of interest (such as activation43
time, or voltage amplitude). The anatomical mesh is composed by a set of vertices in the 3D44
space joined by triangular faces. The bioelectrical feature is also associated to each vertex as45
an additional dimension.46
Until recently, CNS allowed to build the EAM by sequentially registering EGMs and their47
corresponding anatomical positions in the cardiac endocardium, and then a basic interpolation48
was used to help in the EAM visualization. However, the most recent CNS use multielectrode49
catheters and fast acquisition of a much higher number of electroanatomical samples, which50
are subsequently filtered to provide sets of quality signals1,14. Current ECGI systems also51
supply with large number of virtual EGMs on the epicardium compared to traditional CNS.1052
As far as we are today working with several thousands of anatomically recorded EGMs, there53
is a need for moving from heuristically based information processing procedures to advanced54
and principled algorithms allowing to handle the redundancy and spatio-temporal correlations55
from currently available cardiac bioelectric measurements.56
While Fourier analysis (FA) has been often used as a well-founded technique for frequency57
domain analysis in uniformly sampled spaces,6 a variety of mesh Laplacian operators have58
been proposed as an approximation of the Fourier Transform (TF) on 2-manifold surfaces.1859
Among these Laplacian operators, this work uses the discrete Laplacian operator based60
on Manifold Harmonics Analysis (MHA) proposed by Vallet and Lévy.17 We considered61
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triangle meshes of EAM as closed 2-manifolds. Spectral analysis has been highly informative62
about cardiac arrhythmia mechanism from ECG and EGM time signals, however, there is no63
principled theory suitable for handling basic concepts of spectral analysis in EAM embedded64
in 2-manifolds.265
A simple methodology for spectral processing in 2-manifolds was introduced to provide66
useful quantitative magnitudes and qualitative comparison, such as bandwidth, spectral67
content, or frequency bands, from EAM and anatomical meshes usually obtained in current68
CNS and ECGI systems.12,13 In these preceding works, a simple, yet theoretically well69
principled method was presented for EAM spectrum representation from MHA. Nevertheless,70
little attention has been paid to the issue of different order of magnitudes and units among71
anatomical and physiological features (such as mV for voltage amplitude maps, or ms72
for activation maps). As far as the matrix operations involved in MHA are related to73
eigendecomposition operators working on mixed measurements, their different orders of74
magnitude and units can be expected to have noticeable impact on the spectral magnitudes75
estimated with this technique.76
Therefore, our first objective in the present work was to analyze and provide with clear77
guidelines when using MHA for spectral analysis of EAM in CNS and ECGI. A preliminary78
study of the anatomical and electrical feature scaling effects was recently presented,11 whose79
results are here extended by evaluating two more types of scaling and also assessing the80
impact of the scaling in the EAM spectral properties. On the other hand, and taking into81
account that cardiac bioelectric activity is strongly linked and dependent on the underlying82
arrhythmic mechanism, we also scrutinized the impact of different arrhythmia mechanisms83
on EAM by using the Spatial Sampling Rate (SSR) to know its potential usefulness defining84
the number of required anatomical samples during CNS or the resolution attainable in ECGI85
systems. With this same purpose, we also studied the spatial smoothness on the anatomical86
and EAM spectrum (low-pass filtered EAM), in a similar way that one-dimensional spectral87
analysis provides operative and well-defined quantitative criteria to analyze the smoothness88
in one-dimensional cardiac signals. For all these analyses, we used three sets of data: (1) a89
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simple and synthetic tear-shaped mesh example with a feature projected on it; (2) detailed90
simulations of both temporal series of potential EAM during an atrial sinus tachycardia (AT)91
and atrial fibrillation (AF), and activation time EAM during a sinus rhythm (SR) and a92
flutter arrhythmia (FL) in both atria; (3) a set of real EAM registered in the left atrium93
(LA), left ventricle (LV), and right ventricle (RV) of patients undergoing therapy supported94
with CNS.95
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we summarize the96
theoretical framework of MHA for 2-manifolds, and its extension for spectral analysis in97
EAM that are usually informative in the setting of EPS and cardiac arrhythmia ablation98
support. In Section 3, spectral representation and analysis, SSR, and EAM reconstruction99
are assessed for simulated and real EAMs. Finally, in Section 4, discussion and conclusions100
are summarized.101
2 Materials and Methods102
A summary explanation of the theoretical framework for MHA and its computation is103
first presented. Then, a new and simple methodology is proposed to estimate the spectral104
representation of EAMs, and to establish a cut-off frequency to determine the SSR according105
to the quality of the reconstructed EAM. Finally, the need of a scaling is pointed out when106
different orders of magnitudes and units are mixed in the definition of the vertex coordinates.107
2.1 Manifold Harmonics108
Although the traditional spectral analysis is based on the FA, the FT of a signal cannot109
be directly applied to manifold with arbitrary topology.15 The classical FT uses a fixed110
set of basis functions, and it can be seen as a linear combination of the Laplace Operator111
eigenvectors.15 However, the eigenvectors, which represent the Fourier basis for manifold112
meshes, are dependent on the mesh topology.113
Among the different approaches proposed to define the Laplacian in a manifold,18 the
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discrete Laplacian operator (or geometric Laplacian) takes into account not only the con-
nectivity between vertices, but also the manifold geometry. Let be f a twice-differentiable
real-valued function, then the Laplacian of f is defined by the divergence of its gradient as:
∆f = div( gradf) = ∇ · ∇f (1)
The Laplace-Beltrami operator (LBO) allows to extend the Laplacian to the function f














where δi denotes differentiation with respect to the i-th coordinate function, |g| is the
determinant of g , and gij is the (i, j) component of the inverse of g.5 The discrete exterior
calculus simplifies the calculations of the LBO on manifolds by defining the Laplace-de
Rham operator (LRO), which is equivalent to LBO for functions on a manifold (0-forms).19
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−
∑
k∈N(vi) ∆ik if i = j
(3)
where ∆, is a n × n matrix, where n is the number of vertices; vi = (xi, yi, zi) and114
vj = (xj, yj, zj) are spatial vertices linked by an edge; βij and αij are the opposite angles to115
the edge between vi and vj ; N(vi) is the 1-ring first-order neighbors of vi; and |vi| is the area116
of the Voronoi region of the vertex vi in its 1-ring neighbor.7 This LRO uses a symmetrized117
cotangent scheme to have positive eigenvalues and orthogonal eigenvectors.8118
The eigenfunctions of the Laplace operator on a manifold, so-called Manifold Harmonics,
define the eigenvectors and eigenvalues {Hk, λk} that satisfy
−∆Hk = λkHk (4)
where k = (1, . . . , n), Hk are an orthonormal basis (Manifold Harmonic Basis, MHB), and119
the eigenvalues λk are directly related to the spatial frequency as wk ≈
√
λk, and inversely to120
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the edge length17. Lower (higher) eigenvalues λk correspond to lower (higher) frequencies,121
and hence, longer (shorter) edges.122
The Manifold Harmonic Transform (MHT) projects the coordinates of the vertices onto
the orthonormal basis (Hk), hence transforming the the spatial domain into a frequency





i . The reconstruction of the original mesh can be obtained by computing the







where m is the number of coefficients used for reconstruction. As lower eigenvalues (and their123
associated eigenvectors) correspond to the general shape of the mesh (lower frequencies), a124
low-pass filtered shape of the mesh is obtained form << n. The original mesh is reconstructed125
when m = n.17126
To our knowledge, the decision of the number of lower frequency bands, i.e. cut-off127
frequency, and hence the suitable SSR to provide appropriate spatial sampling criterion128
according to the Nyquist limit, has been mostly done to date in terms of heuristics, rather129
than in terms of spectral quantitative criteria.130
2.2 SSR Estimation With MHA131
We proposed a method to estimate the SSR in cardiac EAMs by extending the previously132
described MHA. For this purpose, and given that the methodology defined in Section 2.1 only133
takes into account the geometry (anatomy) to obtain the mesh spectrum, we extended the134
MHA formulation up to the fourth dimension, corresponding to the cardiac feature in EAMs.135
Following the formulation proposed by Vallet et Lévy,17 the couple {Hke, λke} is obtained
now by computing the eigenfunctions of Eq. (3), but vertices are now defined as u = (x, y, z, h),
where h is the cardiac feature (such as activation time, unipolar or bipolar voltage amplitude)












ik if i = j
(6)
where ui = (xi, yi, zi, hi) and uj = (xj, yj, zj, hj) are vertices linked by an edge; βij and αij are136
the opposite angles to the edge between ui and uj; N(ui) is the 1-ring first-order neighbors137
of ui; and |ui| is the area of the Voronoi region of the vertex ui in its 1-ring neighborhood.138
Once the MHT is computed, and spectral coefficients âke are obtained for both anatomy139
and EAM features, the steps for estimating the SSR are the following:140
1. Compute n EAM reconstructions by gradually increasing m from 1 to n in Eq. (5).
The larger m, the better similarity between reconstructed and original EAMs, which
can be quantified by the accumulated normalized correlation coefficient (ANCC) for







where cov and var denote covariance and variance, respectively; j corresponds to each141
dimension, i.e. x, y, z, and h; m is the number of components considered for the142
reconstruction; ûjm is the j-th element of ûm in Eq. (5); and uj is the j-th element143
of the original vertices. Cj(wm) allows us to quantify the quality of the reconstructed144
EAM.145
2. Select the cut-off frecuency wc such that ANCC for all dimensions exceeds certain146
threshold. This value will be denoted from now on as Cwc .147
The cut-off frequency encompasses the lowest spectrum components providing the148
general shape of the EAM. The threshold represents a quality measurement of the149
reconstructed EAMs. This quality will be strongly dependent on the application.150




4. By assuming the mesh is composed of equilateral triangular faces of edge length L,
obtain the triangle area as At =
√
3 · L2/4. Since the number of faces is approximately




where AT is the total surface area obtained as the sum of all original face areas. The152
use of SSR throughout the paper was chosen for giving a consistent measurement for153
the bandwidth. In other words, rather than using wc, which includes mixed nature154
physical units (spatial and feature), the SSR give an idea on the number of spectral155
samples to be measured for the description of the changes in the EAM.156
Note that the assumption of equilateral is a simplification for giving an operative numerical157
approximation. The hypothesis of equilateral triangular faces will certainly result in a SSR158
higher than the original number of vertices when the EAM has a great variation of the edge-159
lengths. The higher the number of vertices, the best this hypothesis will be accomplished.160
In addition, a normalized spectrum is computed to have a representation valid for
comparing the spectrum of different EAMs. The EAM spectrum for the j-th element of u is
computed through the normalized correlation coefficient (NCC) Sj between the j-th element








The frequency associated to the k-th eigenvector is given by wk. Note that Sj is a normalized161
version of the |âke| coefficients.162
In this new approach, different orders of magnitudes and units are mixed, such as, length163
units for the geometry and voltage or time units for the feature in EAMs. Therefore, it164
makes necessary to scale the vector u to reduce the impact of a dominant dimension in the165
calculation of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of ∆ matrix.166
[Figure 1 about here.]167
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Figure 1 shows an example of the different orders of magnitude effect in a synthetic168
tear-shaped mesh. Figure 1 (a) represents a tear-shaped mesh, and its flatted version, as a169
result of dividing the z-coordinate by 1321 (random number). Figure 1 (c) and (d) show the170
spectra of the tear-shaped mesh and the flatted version, respectively. Vertical lines establish171
the required wc to have the C(wc) value marked with the corresponding arrow. Note that172
the spectral profile has a marked low-pass character, hence higher correlations were obtained173
for low frequencies. However, the wc is significant higher for the flatted mesh due to the w174
is inversely related to the length of the edges and the flatted tear-shaped mesh has shorter175
edges. This effect has a direct consequence in the SSR, for instance, meanwhile wc ≈ 0.25176
and SSR = 237 for C(wc) = 0.99 in the original mesh, wc ≈ 2 and SSR = 7032 in the flatted177
mesh. Figure 1 (d) shows the reconstruction of both meshes (the flatted tear-shaped mesh178
was re-sized after reconstruction) using C(wc) ≈ 0.95, C(wc) ≈ 0.99, C(wc) ≈ 0.999. The179
reconstruction of the flatted tear-shaped mesh has clearly lower quality than the original one.180
This procedure can be now readily applied for analyzing EAMs in CNSs, as far as they181
are a collection of vertices and faces with associated electrical information.182
3 Results183
A set of experiments are next presented to calculate the spectra, and suitable values of SSR184
on EAMs with the proposed MHA-based methodology in different datasets. In this section,185
different scalings are assessed in order to select the most appropriate one for the spectral186
analysis. Then, we present the materials (simulated and real EAMs). Finally, the SSRs, the187
spectra, and the EAM reconstructions are computed for simulated and real EAMs, which188
include both anatomy (geometry) and features, during different heart rhythms.189
3.1 Databases for SSR Validation190
Different databases have been used for validation of the proposed methodology in selected191
case studies. The SSR was first obtained in simulated EAMs: two activation time EAMs in192
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a SR, and a FL, and a temporal series of potentials EAMs in an AT and AF arrhythmia3.193
Simulations were provided by a model of the atria (right and left), composed of a set of nodes194
simulating the cardiac electric propagation16. All nodes were used as vertices in a mesh, and195
a cardiac feature (time activation) was associated to each vertex by processing the EGM196
registered at each node. Time activation was obtained by taking a vertex as a reference197
and computing the time difference between the maximum deflection of each EGM and the198
maximum deflection of reference EGM in a window of interest (beat length). The potentials199
were obtained by taking the maximum voltage at each vertex for different time instants. The200
right (left) atrial mesh was composed by 18183 (21538) vertices. Finally, real bipolar voltage201
amplitude and activation time EAMs from CNS (Carto R©, Biosense Webster) from patients202
referred to EPS, were also analyzed in this section. These EAMs belong to 1 LA, 4 LVs, and203
4 RVs, and they were composed by 1464.5± 971.9 vertices (mean ± standard deviation).204
3.2 Evaluation of Scaling205
We analyzed the effect of different scaling schemes in the spectrum, EAM reconstruction,206
and SSR when different orders of magnitudes and units are mixed in the coordinates of the207
EAM vertices. Previous to the scaling, every dimension was centred to have zero mean value.208
Specifically, we evaluated three scalings: S1, unit standard deviation for each dimension;209
SMG, the same standard deviation for each dimension, obtained as the average of the210
standard deviation of all dimensions; SH, just scaling the feature dimension with the average211
of ratio between every spatial dimension (x, y, and z) and the feature dimension. Although,212
this last scaling focused on the feature dimension (different units and probably orders of213
magnitudes), it can be used to scale other dimensions by just changing the feature dimension214
with the dimension to scale.215
[Figure 2 about here.]216
First, we evaluated the scaling in the flatted tear-shaped mesh (Figure 1 (a)) presented in217
the previous section. Figures 2 (a), (b), and (c) show the spectrum and the corresponding wc218
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for three different C(wc) (0.95, 0.99, and 0.999) applying the S1, SMG, and SH scaling to219
the flatted tear-shape mesh, respectively. Note that the cut-off frequencies for SMG and SH220
scalings were quite similar to the original one (see Figure 1 (c)); however, the shapes of the221
spectra were quite different due to the scaling modified the spectrum of all dimensions. The222
spectrum with S1 scaling had the same shape as the spectrum with SMG scaling, but wc was223
higher for the same C(wc). This effect was a consequence of the smaller size of the S1 scaling224
mesh, hence, the length of the edges and the wc were also smaller and higher, respectively.225
Figure 2 (d) shows the reconstruction for C(wc) ≈ 0.95, C(wc) ≈ 0.99, and C(wc) ≈ 0.999226
with S1, SMG, and SH scaling. Note that the scaling was reverted and the z-coordinate was227
re-sized in these reconstructions for comparison purposes. While similar reconstructions were228
obtained with S1 and SMG scalings, lower quality reconstruction was yielded for SH scaling.229
[Figure 3 about here.]230
In the next example, a feature was projected above the surface of the tear-shaped mesh in231
order to simulate a EAM. This feature mimicked two foci of activation in a cardiac chamber232
(see the first EAM in Figure 3 (f)). Figures 3 (a)-(d) shows the spectra of the 2-foci-EAM233
without scaling (a), with S1 (b), with SMG (c), and with SH (d) scalings. The spectral234
shapes of S1 and SMG scalings were similar; the spectrum with S1 scaling was wider than the235
spectrum with SMG due to the lower size of the S1 scaled EAM. For C(wc) ≈ 0.99, the wc236
was higher for the non-scaled spectrum than SMG and sh scaled spectra. As a consequence,237
the non-scaled EAM yielded a extremely higher SSR (values of 8500 for a C(wc) ≈ 1 when238
this mesh had 1000 vertices) as shown in Figure 3 (e). Considering the black horizontal239
line in the zoom part of Figure 3 (e), C(wc) ≈ 0.609 for a SSR = 167 in the non-scaled240
EAM, C(wc) = 0.978 for a SSR = 145 in the S1 and SMG scaled EAM, and C(wc) = 0.94241
for a SSR = 150 in the SH scaled EAM. These results showed that better quality of the242
reconstructed EAM was obtained using few vertices with the S1 or SMG scalings. For the243
previous SSR values, Figure 3 (f) shows the original EAM and the reconstructed EAM without244
scaling, and with S1, SMG, and SH scaling. Higher quality meshes were also illustrated245
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in the reconstruction with S1 and SMG scalings. The SH scaled reconstructed EAM had246
a significant lower number of components, this reconstruction considered C(wc) = 0.923,247
resulting a SSR = 96; the addition of one extra component increased the SSR to 206.248
Therefore, S1 or SMG scaling seems to be the best approach to estimate the SSR in EAM.249
In the following, the SMG scaling will be considered in results and figures.250
3.3 SSR Estimation for Simulated EAMs251
SSR of detailed simulated EAMs were estimated for both anatomy and features by using252
the MHA-based methodology, specifically, two activation time EAMs for both atria during253
simulated SR and FL, and a temporal series of potential EAMs for the LA during simulated254
AT and AF.255
[Figure 4 about here.]256
EAM were transformed into a spatial frequency space by computing the MHT, and the257
SSR was estimated using the proposed methodology. Figure 4 (a)-(d) shows the spectrum258
associated to time activation EAM for a SR in the RA (a) and the LA (b), and for a FL in259
the RA (c) and the LA (d). For the LA, the projected feature changed smoothly in both SR260
and FL (the electric wavefront was spread through the atrium in a normal pattern, faster for261
the FL), hence, similar wc was obtained in both rhythms. On the contrary, the wavefront262
was rotating around the right atrial valve in the FL and generating step boundaries in cyclic263
representations of the EAM. This phenomenon is known as early-meets-late and it produced264
a more widespread spectrum due to the fast variations of the feature (high frequencies).265
Although the feature varied also smoothly in the RA for the SR, a difference of the wc was266
obtained for SR due to the higher complexity of the LA anatomy (considering that veins267
introduce high frequencies). These differences in wc are clearer shown in Figure 5 (e), where268
the highest values of SSR were required for FL in the RA, meanwhile the lowest SSRs were269
required for the SR in the RA. For LA, both rhythms needed similar values of SSR. For270
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example, for a C(wc) ≈ 0.99, the SSRs were 207 in the RA and 267 in the LA for SR and,271
247 in the LA, and 357 in the RA for the FL.272
[Figure 5 about here.]273
Figures 5 (b)-(e) show the original (upper panels) and the reconstruction (bottom panels)274
of the time activation EAMs in the RA (b) and the LA (c) for a SR, and in the RA (d)275
and the LA (e) for the FL with C(wc) ≈ 0.99. Reconstructions showed that the veins were276
partially removed due to the high frequencies at their borders; however, the feature was277
reconstructed with a high quality, and the early-meets-late was clearly represented in the FL278
of the RA, which showed the direction of the electrical impulse movement.279
[Figure 6 about here.]280
Figure 6 (a) shows the two faces of a temporal series of potential EAMs in the LA during281
AT. The sequence had a duration 300 miliseconds (ms) and the snapshots were taken each282
50 ms. Figure 6 (b) shows the SSR for different C(wc) in the LA during the AT. The pair283
of time instants t0 + 100 ms and t0 + 300 ms had similar values of SSRs due to they had284
similar patterns of potential maps. The time instants t0 + 50 ms and t0 + 250 ms also had285
similar patterns of potential map and SSRs; however, SSRs were lower than for t0 + 100 ms286
and t0 + 300 ms because the EAMs for t0 + 50 ms and t0 + 250 ms were smoother. Finally,287
the lowest SSR values were for t0 ms, t0 + 150 ms, and t0 + 200 ms, whose EAMs were the288
smoothest. Figure 6 (b) shows the two faces of the temporal series of reconstructed potential289
EAMs in the LA during AT using C(wc) ≈ 0.99. Reconstructions showed a high quality290
propagation patterns of the electrical wavefront, although the veins were partially removed291
(high frequencies). SSRs were 1251 for t0 + 100 ms, 1193 for t0 + 300 ms, 776 for t0 + 250292
ms, 573 for t0 + 50 ms, 313 for t0 + 200 ms, 296 for t0 + 150 ms, and 292 for t0 ms, which293
corresponded to the complexity of the potential map: the higher EAM complexity, the higher294
SSRs.295
[Figure 7 about here.]296
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Figure 7 (a) shows the two faces of the temporal series of potential EAM in the LA297
during AF. The sequence has a duration of 300 miliseconds and the snapshots are taken298
each 20 ms. Note that AF is a faster rhythm than AT. The simulated AF consisted of299
a rotor, i.e. rotational activation, in the LA wall. Figure 7 (c) shows the SSR for the300
temporal series of potential EAM in AF. The complexity of AF in the LA is shown in all301
EAMs (in both anatomy and feature), and consequently no high differences exist between302
the different EAMs. Figure 7 (b) shows the two faces of the temporal series of reconstructed303
with C(wc) ≈ 0.99 potential EAMs in the LA during AF. As previous reconstructions, the304
borders of the pulmonary veins were also partially removed, although the wavefront patterns305
of the rotor in the reconstructed EAMs were completely recovered. SSRs for C(wc) ≈ 0.99306
were from 1000 to 2000 samples, higher values than SSRs in AT, FL, and RS EAMs due to307
more complex arrhythmia mechanism in AF. Note that the cut-off frequency, and hence, the308
SSR are dependent on the arrhythmia dynamic or the electric substrate.309
3.4 SSR Estimation for Real EAMs from CNS310
Real bipolar voltage amplitude and time activation CNS EAMs of 1 LA 4 LVs, and 4 RVs were311
analysed by following the proposed methodology. Table 1 shows the SSR for C(wc) ≈ 0.99,312
C(wc) ≈ 0.95, and C(wc) ≈ 0.90. The SSR was very dependent on the type of EAM, for313
example, meanwhile the SSR for AI was 292 when C(wc) ≈ 0.99, the SSR for VI-1 was 1647.314
The explanation to this example is shown in Figures 8 (a) and (b), which represent the315
spectra of both EAMs. The spectrum of LV-1 EAM was more spread than that of LA EAM,316
likely due to the higher variation of the feature in the first one (see Figure 8 (c)). However,317
the required wc and SSR could be different according to the specific EAM, for example, in318
this case, the wc of activation time EAM of LV-1 was higher than the bipolar one (SSR =319
1647 for activation time EAM, SSR = 352 for bipolar voltage EAM), meanwhile it was the320
opposite for the LA (SSR = 292 for activation time EAM, SSR = 845 for bipolar voltage321
EAM) .322
[Figure 8 about here.]323
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[Table 1 about here.]324
4 Discussion325
A simple methodology based on MHA has been proposed for spectral analysis of detailed326
EAM provided by CNS and ECGI. Existing MHA formulations were only defined for 2-327
manifold, and we have extended this definition for its usefulness in EAM, which include not328
only anatomical information but also a cardiac bioelectrical feature measured at each vertex.329
When analyzing simulated activation time EAMs, FL in the RA apparently required a higher330
SSR due to the early-meets-late phenomenon, which generates high variation of the feature331
(high frequencies). On the other hand, activation time EAM in the RA required similar SSR332
during SR and FL due to the smooth variation of the feature in the EAM. Higher complexity333
in the propagation pattern, such as rotors in FA, required higher SSRs. For real EAMs, the334
SSR was very dependent on the arrhythmia mechanism and the type of the EAM (bipolar or335
activation time).336
Several limitations can be pointed in the proposed methodology. Only some representative337
case studies (namely, 2 simulated activation time EAMs, a temporal series of potential EAMs,338
and 9 CNS EAM) have been used here for validation purposes. However, the actual benefit339
for the clinical practice will be supported by extended studies for different arrhythmias in340
simulated and real EAM in CNS. The SSR was estimated with the underlying assumption341
of uniform spatial sampling for yielding the edge length as a summary result for a given342
chamber (equilateral triangular faces), which is only a valid assumption for a large enough343
number of vertices. However, both current CNS and ECGI are very densely sampled, hence344
the assumption would be achieved in most of the cases.345
The proposed MHA methodology opens the field towards a new set of fundamental tools346
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Figure 1: Spectral representation, SSR, and reconstruction of a tear-shaped mesh (a-top)
and flatted tear-shaped mesh (a-bottom); (b) SSR of the original tear-shaped mesh and the
flatted tear-shaped mesh for different C(wc); Spectrum of the original (c), and flatted (d)
tear-shaped mesh;(e) Reconstructed original (left) and flatted (right) tear-shaped mesh for
C(wc) ≈ 0.95, C(wc) ≈ 0.99, C(wc) ≈ 0.999 (from top to bottom). Note that the flatted




Figure 2: Spectrum of the S1 (a), SMG (b), and SH (c) scaled flatted tear-shape mesh. (d)
SSR of original, and the flatted tear-shape mesh with (S1, SMG, and SH) and without scaling
for different C(wc); (e) Reconstruction of the flatted tear-shape mesh for C(wc) ≈ 0.95,
C(wc) ≈ 0.99, C(wc) ≈ 0.999 (from top to bottom) using S1, SMG and SH scaling (from left
to right).
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Figure 3: Spectrum of the two-foci EAM without scaling (a), with S1 (b), SMG (c), and sh
(d) scaling. (e) SSR of the two-foci EAM with S1, SMG, and SH scaling and without scaling
for different C(wc). The SSR of the anatomy was also included for comparison purposes; (f)
Original EAM (left EAM) and reconstructed two-foci EAM (in the black horizontal line) for
non-scaled EAM and C(wc) = 0.6086, for S1 and C(wc) = 0.978, for SMG and C(wc) = 0.978,




Figure 4: Spectrum of time activation EAMs in the RA (a) and LA (b) during a SR, and
in the RA (c) and LA (d) during FL. Vertical lines establish the required wc to have the





Figure 5: Simulated time activation EAM in RA and LA. (a) SSR for SR and FL in both
atria. Reconstructed EAM for C(wc) ≈ 0.99 in the RA (b) and LA (c) during SR, and in
the RA (d) and LA (e) during FL. Original EAMs (upper panel) and reconstructed EAMs




Figure 6: Original and reconstructed for C(wc) ≈ 0.99 temporal series of EAMs for AT in




Figure 7: Original (a) and reconstructed for C(wc) ≈ 0.99 (b) temporal series of potential
EAMs for AF in LA (both faces). (c) SSR (and zoom) of temporal series of potential EAMs




Figure 8: Spectrum of activation time EAM for LV-1 (a) and LA (b); (c) Original and
reconstructed activation time EAM for LV-1 (superior) and LA (inferior) with C(wc) ≈ 0.9,
C(wc) ≈ 0.95, and C(wc) ≈ 0.99.
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Table 1: SSR for activation time and bipolar EAMs in LA, RV, and LV for a C(wc) ≈ 0.9,
C(wc) ≈ 0.95 and C(wc) ≈ 0.99.
Cardiac C(wc)
EAM chamber ≈ 0.9 ≈ 0.95 ≈ 0.99
LA 28 39 292
LV-1 201 436 1647
LV-2 35 35 318
Time LV-3 54 132 512
activation LV-4 114 196 1092
RV-1 27 82 389
RV-2 19 52 214
RV-3 21 51 230
RV-4 43 55 229
LA 64 132 845
LV-1 35 91 352
LV-2 32 94 371
Bipolar LV-3 71 202 1080
voltage LV-4 62 124 475
RV-1 46 65 289
RV-2 31 65 178
RV-3 28 82 270
RV-4 64 83 208
30
